Smart Transfer Milford Person Lift
(T-MPL)

Wheelchair Accessible Vehicle
(WAV)

Cost

A Milford Person Lift costs around $5,000
fully installed.

A brand-new vehicle with modiﬁcations
can cost in excess of $30,000.

Safety

You can take full advantage of standard
vehicle safety systems by being seated
naturally, such as locking seatbelts,
air bags and supportive seats. As
recommended in the International Best
Practice Guidelines: BPG1 Transportation
of People Seated in Wheelchairs (Revision
1 2019).

The restraints and modiﬁcations for your
wheelchair will provide your only safety.

Travelling

You are able to sit in the front or rear
of the vehicle with your travelling
companions.

These vehicles often require you to sit
alone in the rear, isolating you from other
passengers.

Comfort

You can be seated comfortably with all
the usual vehicle luxuries such as air
conditioning and heated seats. Drivers can
travel at normal speeds and take corners
without issue.

You may not have access to all the
vehicle’s comforts from your seat. The
driver will also need to go slower and take
corners with extreme caution

Vehicles

A Milford Person Lift can be ﬁtted to your
current vehicle or a new one, in virtually
any make and model.

These conversions comprise only a limited
range of vehicle types.

Discreet

Look and feel like any other vehicle
passenger or driver; such an adaptation is
subtle and discreet.

You are always on view to the public since
you sit in the back of the vehicle.

Economy

You can pick an economical vehicle that
saves money on fuel and general running
costs.

You are limited to a small range of larger
vans or MPVs which can cost more to run.

When you get a new vehicle, your
adaption can be swapped over.

If you want a new WAV, you will have
to purchase the vehicle and all the
modiﬁcations again.

Transferable
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